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The B2B super platform where exporters and importers orchestrate the 
first mile of their international supply chain



What is the first mile and 
why is it important?

Stage of the international 
supply chain that extends 
from the planning of the 

exporter's shipments, until 
the products reach the 
importer's destination.

Of the cargo journey 
from its origin to the 

end consumer.

The two most important 
players in the first mile 
are the exporters and 

importers (our 
customers).

A poor performance 
at this stage will 

have a direct impact 
on the last mile.
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Importer

Up to
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The First Mile of the 
international supply chain is 
a nightmare

Exporters and importers 
do not have a platform to 
manage 100% of their 
cargo.

The problem

They are forced to use 
basic tools to consolidate  
multiple sources of 
information (stakeholders).

Resulting in a reactive 
operation, with an overload 
of manual work and a high 
human error rate.

Exporter

Importer



Why do we know about the problem?

Because we were 
importers and 
exporters!

More than 15 years leading the international 
supply chain for important companies

Main avocado exporter in Chile

Main berries importer in US

Main produce exporter in Peru

Top 5 frozen food importer in Chile



More About The Founding Team

Miguel Jubal

CEO / Co Founder

+15 years leading 
international supply-
chain for important 

companies

Francisco del Río

CPO / Co Founder

+ 15 years leading 
companies in the 
agribusiness and 

food sector

Roberto Herman

CTO / Co Founder

+ 10 years leading 
technology 

developments in 
different startups

Joaquín Rodriguez M.

CRO / Co Founder

+ 10 years leading 
technology 

businesses in 
different startups

These guys led an Import company together These guys made a software factory together

And now they are building the Super Platform for the International Supply Chain together



The First Mile of the 
International Supply Chain 
in One Place

The solution

Exporters and importers 
manage 100% of their loads 
on a single platform.

All their stakeholders and 
information concentrated 
in a single source of truth.

Automating manual tasks and 
anticipating exceptions with real-
time data for decision making.



Revenue Plan

To be “the” SaaS 
for exporters and 
importers globally.

Land and Expand

We are on it. Launching

November 2022


Partner: Cover Genius

Launching Pilot

November 2022

Partner: Stenn

Embeded insurance 
upselling

Embeded financing 
upselling



Business Model

We take a fee per load. We take a commission from 
the insurance company until 
we develop the capabilities 
in-house.

We take a commission 
from the finance company 
until we develop the 
capabilities in-house.

The super-platform to 
orchestrate the loads' 
journey from origin to 

destination in one place.

Insurance

We make it easy to 
quote, purchase, and 

manage cargo 
insurance claims.

Financing

International 
factoring with 

minimal friction.

Recurring Revenue



Market Size

Recurring Revenue: $ 7 B

Insurance: $ 20 B

Financing $ 900 B

Recurring Revenue: $ 3 B

Insurance: $ 10 B

Financing $ 450 B

Recurring Revenue: $ 1.5 B

Insurance: $ 4.6 B

Financing $ 20 B

TAM: $ 927 B

SAM: $ 463 B

SOM: $ 26 B



The Product

Imagine us as 
a robust 
solution like 
SAP but with 
Slack's user 
experience.



Some of our customers

Chile’s largest fished 
based oil exporter.

#260 Brand in the 
Top Global Brands 
1000

World’s largest 
berries exporter.

Perú top 5 agro-
exporter.

Chile’s top 5 frozen 
food importer.



* projected yearly revenue with the current base of customers.

$ 360,000
SaaS Recurring Revenue*
Traction

26

50,000

# Customers

Yearly Volume in Containers

After 10 
months in 
the market



Achieved +

Annual 
revenue 
projections 
in USD

1M

3M

9M

20M

40M

70M

100M

2022

500k

2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029

* Seed round of USD 1.1M closed in April 2022.

Seed Extension

Serie A

Serie B

IPOMilestones



Loads tracking

Exporters e Importers 
need

SKU-level visibility

Easy to use

Document review loop

Planning y Allocation tools

Ability to serve 100% of loads

Carbon footprint traceability and carbon 
credit market

Top-Notch support

Financing

SaaS

Cargo insurance

Main Competitors

& other ERPs. & copycats. & copycats.



Raising USD 
4 M for 36 
months of 
runway

Use of 
proceeds

Dev & Product Team

Sales & Marketing

Insurance Team

Financing Team

About this Round



Cargo Produce Investment 
Value Proposition

We are international supply 
chain insiders. This allows 
us to build the first super 
platform from the 
perspective of our 
customers, who are the main 
players in the first mile of the 
international supply chain.
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Let's impact the first mile of the 
international supply chain together!



Appendix



GMV 2022
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$ 179,777

Annual contract sales
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$

$

$

$

$



CAC, LTV, Ratio (LTV/CAC)

CAC

$ 7,648 $ 35,456 4.6

LTV RATIO



Upselling opportunity 
advantage

Unlike our competitors, clients 
who work with Cargo Produce 
manage 100% of their loads 
with us. This allows us to 
scale very quickly in volume, 
and our deep integration 
creates a unique 
opportunity for us to upsell 
insurance and financing 
services.
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350,000
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